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Fig. 1. A transitive mapping of terms via a metaphorical narrative forces both parties, domain experts and modeling experts, to reduce
the complexity of their vocabulary in order to map their individual mental models and domain understanding.
Abstract— Advanced artificial intelligence models are used to solve complex real-world problems across different domains. While
bringing along the expertise for their specific domain problems, users from these various application fields often do not readily understand
the underlying artificial intelligence models. The resulting opacity implicates a low level of trust of the domain expert, leading to an
ineffective and hesitant usage of the models. We postulate that it is necessary to educate the domain experts to prevent such situations.
Therefore, we propose the metaphorical narrative methodology to transitively conflate the mental models of the involved modeling
and domain experts. Metaphorical narratives establish an uncontaminated, unambiguous vocabulary that simplifies and abstracts the
complex models to explain their main concepts. Elevating the domain experts in their methodological understanding results in trust
building and an adequate usage of the models. To foster the methodological understanding, we follow the Visual Analytics paradigm that
is known to provide an effective interface for the human and the machine. We ground our proposed methodology on different application
fields and theories, detail four successfully applied metaphorical narratives, and discuss important aspects, properties, and pitfalls.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) successfully solves many complex problems
and significantly impacts our everyday life. One primary goal of many
researchers is to make AI accessible to broader user groups, not only
to modeling experts but also to domain experts and practitioners in
various data-centered application domains. However, many AI models
are very complex and difficult to understand, even for modeling experts.
Example classes for complex machine learning and AI models include
clustering [13], dimensionality reduction [25], regression models [22],
or classification [21] (particularly deep neural networks [18] and related
techniques). Explaining such complex AI models is a challenging task,
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especially if the targeted user group involves domain experts. It is
comprehensible that many domain experts still have concerns when
an unknown AI model is to be adopted into their working practices
or data-centered workflows. In line with related works in several
domains [3, 12, 29], we observed that domain experts partially refused
to adopt new paradigms in data science (enabled with AI) but still
perform at least parts of their workflow with general purpose tools for
data analysis like Tableau or Excel. We assume that this missing trust in
complex AI models is the result of either a lack of model understanding
or the ability of model validation, or both.
To overcome problems related to missing trust-building, new methodologies are needed to better explain complex AI models, and enable domain users to ease the access and interaction with AI models. It is the
obligation of modeling experts to close the gap between the complexity of AI models on the one hand and the abilities of domain experts to
gain a model understanding on the other hand. This mediating task [1]
is crucial in the design phase as the modeling expert must apply the domain expert’s data, analysis tasks, and requirements in AI models to
adequately support the domain experts in their data-centered endeav-

English this is loosely translated by “simplification” or “elementarization” [7]. The didactic reduction is distinguished into the horizontal
didactic reduction and the vertical didactic reduction. The first is a presentational reduction and describes the use of examples, analogies, and
metaphors to produce a concrete illustration of the problem and the
method that tries to resolve the problem. Examples for a horizontal
reduction are the use of concrete values in a given formula and calculating the results or the use of the visual metaphor of a river network to
describe the blood vessel system. The vertical didactic reduction means
the reduction of content to simplify complex contexts by leaving out
details that are irrelevant for the target audience. Figure 2 shows an illustrated vertical didactic reduction of a mechanical dial indicator. The
left illustration depicts the actual mechanical parts of the dial indicator
whereas the right picture reduces this complexity to explain the main
functionality.
The main principles for didactic reduction are: (i) the technical
correctness must be maintained meaning that the generalized and simplified concepts and laws remain valid; (ii) the reduced content can be
extended to explain more specific concepts and more details can be
added and (iii) the appropriateness of the content must be adjusted to
the respective target audience (i.e., the domain expert(s)). Metaphorical narratives should obey these principles of didactic reduction.
Fig. 2. An applied vertical didactic reduction. The left shows the actual
mechanical parts of a dial indicator. Right: the complexity is reduced to
explain the main functionality [9].

ors. After deployment, domain experts and also other users that were
not involved in the design process must build trust in the system to understand its capabilities and limitations [19]. Transparency of the used
models is key, and one crucial aspect is their explainability. However, a
common problem in bridging the mental worlds of the domain experts
and the modeling expert is known as the curse of knowledge [10]. This
cognitive bias describes the problem that it is not trivial for experts understanding what knowledge the other party has and especially not has.
Therefore, experts have difficulties sharing their knowledge with others.
In this work, we postulate that modeling experts indeed have possibilities to make AI more explainable. We contribute the methodology
of metaphorical narratives to explain AI. We base this methodology
and build upon best practices and theories from pedagogy, design study
methodology, translation theory, and software interfaces. Metaphorical
narratives establish an uncontaminated vocabulary that is used by two
communication parties to conflate their individual mental models and
domain understanding. This lowers the cognitive loads of both parties,
enforces the abstraction and simplification of the concepts, and positively impacts the trust building process of the user. Trust-building can
be achieved in two principal ways: by enhancing model understanding
and through model validation. We propose metaphorical narratives as
a complementary methodology to other well established approaches
such as collaborative model building or simplified modeling [8].
In the next Section, we introduce best practices, principles, and theories from varying fields that serve as the basis for our method. Section 3
explains how the metaphorical narratives complement the Visual Analytics Process and describe their impact on the trust building process.
Furthermore, we provide four exemplary cases where metaphorical narratives have been successfully applied to facilitate explainable AI for
various types of AI models. Our methodology is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 draws the conclusions and postulates further research opportunities.
2 TOWARDS M ETAPHORICAL N ARRATIVES
Our methodology builds upon best practices in several complementary
application fields and theories. In particular, we build our solution towards explainable AI on didactic reduction, software interfaces, design
study methodology, and translation theory.
Didactic Reduction The term “didactic reduction” was first established by Grüner [9] and is widely known in pedagogical theory. In

Interfaces in Object-Oriented Software When following the
object-oriented programming paradigm, interfaces are a well-known
and established technique to abstract details of an implementation.
Meyer introduces interfaces as a technique to realize one of the five
rules of modularity, which is information hiding [20]. A motivation for
information hiding is to ensure a separation of function from the actual
implementation, which is in line with our idea of explaining the general
function of an AI without providing implementation details. Inherently,
this approach requires a level of abstraction to provide an interface
to some external component. A positive side-effect of interfaces is
modularization [30]. Metaphorical narratives implement the concept of
information hiding through the abstraction and simplification process.
A well-chosen metaphorical narrative can additionally contribute to the
modularization effect which is especially important in the design phase
as underlying models can be modified or even exchanged where the
concepts explained through the metaphorical narrative remain valid.
Design Studies Research on user-centered design and design
study methodology has considerably inspired the working practices in
our field. In the formative phase of the design study, effectively characterizing and abstracting the domain problem is a key skill of design
study researchers. This step mainly includes the mapping of problems
and data from the vocabulary of the specific domain into a more abstract
and generic description [23]. Learning the domain language seems to
be a recommendation for successful visualization collaboration [16].
Sedlmair et al. emphasize the importance of learning just enough about
a domain to abstract rather than understanding all details [27]. In contrast to gathering a full-blown understanding of the target domain, it is
more important to find a sweet spot about how much domain knowledge to acquire before becoming ineffective. Taking the perspective of
domain experts, van Wijk argues that domain experts can not even be
expected to know the concepts of design study researchers: in an ideal
world, they would not even need to know [31].
One strategy to meet a sweet spot between domain familiarization
and abstraction on both directions of the collaboration is the commitment to a common vocabulary [28], or to risk the drift [11] and surpass
the own disciplinary boundaries to reach the mental space of the other
field. Metaphorical narratives are one method to establish a simplified,
common vocabulary and play an important role in different phases of
the design study process. Especially in the formative phase [27] including various design iterations and validations, metaphorical narratives
may define the required behavior of a model that is to be designed (narrative → model), or be used to describe the resulting functionality of a
model that was designed (model → narrative). Reflecting our experiences of previous design studies, metaphorical narratives themselves
also develop and improve in the course of the design process. As such,

metaphorical narratives can even be seen as an additional end product
from design study projects.
Translation Theory Visualization researchers and their domain
experts arguably speak different languages. It cannot be guaranteed
that the two collaborating groups understand all important aspects of
their respective counterpart. Hence, concepts, ideas, and explanations
often get “lost in translation.” This metaphor of different domains expressing their mental models in different ways builds a communication
barrier that can be directly mapped and understood by translation theory [4]. Translation theory describes the phenomena that occur when
mapping concepts from one language to another. For natural languages,
these phenomena include an imprecise mapping between languages,
by definitions, as each language has its unique characteristics, structures, and conceptual abstractions. For example, one language might
have a differentiation between two concepts that the other does not
have (concept or term ambiguity); one word (“gift”) might be written
in the same way but invoke different meanings for different audiences
(English: present, German: poison); or a language might have a notion
(German: “Ohrwurm” – literary, ear-worm - meaning: “song stuck in
the head”) that does not have an adequate equivalent in the other language. All of these phenomena are known to linguists and can lead to
miscommunication. However, these obstacles are also observable in
between communications of different disciplines and can hamper the
understanding of abstract and complex processes in visual analytics.
A straightforward method to overcome such issues is for one of the
two parties to learn the concepts and mental models of the other party
in order to map and express complex thoughts in the language spoken
by the counterpart. In practice, however, this might lead to even more
miscommunication due to the fact that the person going beyond their
comfort zone might not use the correct terminology when translating
ideas. In addition, learning the language of another domain is a tedious process that is often not feasible for conducting collaborations
efficiently [27]. Hence, while out of their depth, one partitioner group
might think that the usage of two particular terms is interchangeable
and introduce wrong associations during the explanation.
Metaphorical narratives can be used as a middle ground for mapping
concepts from the two communication parties and establish a neutral
“third language”. Hence, avoiding the pitfall of letting one party bare
the burden of translating their complex mental models to the other
language, we propose to share this responsibility and let both parties
think around the corner. In addition, using such an approach makes
the process of mapping and simplifying the concepts to such narratives
an intentional and active process. Hence, the liability of ensuring the
validity of this mapping becomes a shared endeavor that both parties
have to guarantee for their respective side.
3

M ETAPHORICAL N ARRATIVES

Metaphorical narratives establish a simple vocabulary that is distinct
to the vocabularies of the domain expert and the modeling expert. All
terms that are being used in the metaphorical narrative are unambiguous
in their semantics. The number of terms, as well as their complexity,
is reduced in comparison to the domain-specific concepts and is just
high enough to explain the main functionality of the concepts. This
requires that the mapping from the specific domains to the metaphorical
narrative is indeed ambiguous (Figure 3). Metaphorical narratives
combine the insights, principles, and best practices that we can observe
in the aforementioned domains, i.e., from didactic reduction, software
interface design, design study methodology, and translation theory. In
the following, we associate the methodology of metaphorical narratives
to the the visual analytics process as well as to the trust-building process
of domain experts. Finally, we describe four exemplary cases where
metaphorical narratives have successfully been developed and applied
in collaborative projects to foster explainable AI.
3.1

Visual Analytics

Visual analytics combines the strength of AI and visualization. The visual analytics process [15, 24] builds a valuable basis for explainable

Fig. 3. Conflation of the Visual Analytics process with our methodology
of metaphorical narratives. Modeling experts and data experts have
different backgrounds, but benefit from a common visual vocabulary,
making AI more explainable, e.g., in collaborative endeavors.

AI by using metaphorical narratives. The illustration in Figure 3 combines the visual analytics process with our methodology of metaphorical narratives. We emphasize the fact that modeling experts and domain experts have different backgrounds when looking at a view showing visualizations of AI (thought bubbles). Domain experts understand
the domain concepts that are encoded in the data, as well as the tasks
and problems existing in the respective domain. Modeling experts
have a deep understanding of the concepts as they select, combine, and
tune the underlying used AI models as well as visualization techniques.
Metaphorical narratives establish a mediating vocabulary such that the
concepts of either party can be transitively mapped. The so established
common ground serves as a basis to communicate the essential functional behavior of the AI models and visualizations. The domain experts, on the other hand, can use the metaphorical narrative to explain
the data, artifacts in the data that may lead to some effect in the output
of the system, and also the desired tasks that they try to accomplish.
The domain experts in their role as the users of the system benefit from
the metaphorical narrative as it fosters the familiarization with the system, especially in the beginning. Along these lines, the narratives also
prevent either of the practitioners falling into domain-specific jargons,
terminologies, and practices. Finally, the metaphorical narrative can be
used by both parties for analytical reasoning and sensemaking.
All of these are important in a visual analytics’ setting as the user’s
involvement in the steering and decision making during the analysis
process is desired. The user must, therefore, be able to understand
the basic underlying processes to effectively exploit the system. On
the other hand, visual analytics is well suited to support metaphorical
narratives as it can convey the metaphorical narratives through the
visualizations and graphical user interfaces.
3.2

Trust-Building Model

The application of metaphorical narratives positively influences the
trust-building process of the domain expert. We argue that the trustbuilding of a domain expert in an AI model can be decomposed into
two major dimensions. We hereby assume that the user has a general
motivation to work with the application as it promises to ease her daily
routines and provide more insights into some available data.
Our proposed trust-building model is depicted in Figure 4. The
dimension, shown on the x-axis, is called expectation match. Typically,
domain experts have a good understanding of what to expect as the
outcome of some given system according to their expertise. We denote
the expectation match as two intersecting sets whereas set M represents
the output of the system and D the output as it is expected by the

Fig. 5. ThreadReconstructor [5] as imagined by the study participants.

Fig. 4. Our proposed trust-building model illustrates the trust-building
process using two orthogonal concepts: methodological understanding
and expectation match.

domain expert. The expectations arise from the respective domain
knowledge of the task and the data that are provided by the domain
expert. An increasing expectation match is visualized in the chart from
left to right. Quantifying this dimension is not trivial due to the facts
that: (i) it is often difficult for domain experts to fully formalize their
expectations and (ii) the output of any system is typically not consumed
directly but through interpreting different (interactive) visualizations
whereas the interpretation is affected by many occurring biases [6]. An
advancement to the right of the chart can be performed in two ways.
The first one is to modify the model such that the output of the model
changes. We denote this as M → D. The second way is an adaption
of the user’s expectations which we refer to as D → M. Both are not
exclusive and may happen simultaneously in practice.
The dimension depicted on the y-axis represents the methodological
understanding. We hereby explicitly refer to the complete system
including all used AI models plus the visualizations and interaction
possibilities. Furthermore, the methodological understanding refers to
an understanding of what the system as a whole is performing, how
the data is transformed during the process, and how this is associated
with the given task(s). A position at the bottom thus depicts a user with
no methodological understanding something which is also typically
referred to as a black box. The other extreme in the upper region
of the chart is a user that has a full understanding of how the data
is transformed and how the results are being generated and can be
explained.
The resulting four quadrants describe states of the user concerning
the system and can explain how the user possibly reacts. Quadrant
4 describes an user with no methodological understanding and no
expectation match. Through interviews and observations of the domain
experts, a typical reaction in such a case is the repetition of the analysis
process to see whether the output of the system is changing or not. This
may also include various, random parameter settings. However, if the
output does not increase the expectation match, the users discontinue
using the system (or the respective part of the system) and explore
alternative ways to receive the expected output. This might be even to
an extent where the data is processed manually. We, therefore, consider
this a state where a user has no trust in the system.
Quadrant 3 refers to a domain expert who does not have any or little
methodological understanding but the output of the system matches the
expectations. While the user might have trust in this system, it gives the
modeling expert great powers – and responsibilities. In a pessimistic

perspective also the great ability to manipulate the user. This situation is,
however, not uncommon as we can experience this in many commercial
products of our everyday lives, for example, in recommender systems
of online-shops, search engines, and social networks. Such systems try
to continuously adapt their output towards the user’s expectations which
imposes a high risk of including the user’s biases and not producing
objectively correct results. The consequence of this phenomena is also
called “filter bubble.”
Quadrant 2 is the desired state as only here the user can effectively
use the system as the underlying methods are understood, and the
output of the system is valid from the user’s point of view. We consider
this as the quadrant with the highest trust in the system and where it is
likely that here the best conditions exist to generate more knowledge
and validate existing knowledge. This is possible by using different
data where the expected output is little or unknown and by varying
parameter settings. Ultimately, the user should have understood the
limitations of the system and the underlying methods. Lee et al. name
this state a calibrated trust [19].
We consider quadrant 1 as an intermediate state where the user has a
high methodological understanding but the output of the system does
not match the user’s expectations. However, the trust in the system is
likely to be high. The user is therefore possibly motivated to validate the
used models and processes or even check the implementation for errors.
We refer to this process as debugging the system. In the case of finding
an error on the concept-, implementation-, or even data-level, the user
is adapting the model (M → D) and thus progressing towards quadrant
2. If no errors can be discovered the user might be even willing to adapt
her expectations towards the output (D → M). This is mainly due to
the higher trust in the system as compared to the bottom of the chart.
An advancement from quadrant 4 to quadrant 3 is possible but probably not as efficient. In this case, the model might randomly change
the output due to the random parameter settings set by the user or the
model applies an active learning methodology which typically only
gradually changes the output. As the trust is missing the user will
not be as persistent in using the system. In general, we consider this
transition to be slower than from quadrants 1 to 2.
We propose metaphorical narratives as a method to elevate the domain expert in her methodological understanding. In Figure 4 this
would result in transitions from quadrant 4 to 1 or 3 to 2, respectively.
We further argue that a movement as depicted by the red arrow (Figure 4) is ideal for two reasons. First, the domain expert can validate the
methods and may discover that some applied AI models are not suitable for the given task. This is especially important in the earlier stages
of the design study and helps to prevent the time-consuming development of systems that turn out to be ineffective in supporting the domain
expert in her tasks. Second, the user might be willing to adapt her expectations (D → M). We consider the second effect as an essential part
of the knowledge generation process.
While a state depicted by quadrant 3 is not desirable for the analysis
of data in a scientific manner, the metaphorical narratives can be used
to transition to quadrant 2 (black arrow).

Fig. 7. The Visual Catalog of the VisInfo digital library system. The catalog narrative paraphrases the interactive browsing functionality, based
on the complex SOM (Self-Organizing Maps) neural network algorithm.

Fig. 6. The concept of a projection plot in combination with a visual
clustering is explained by the metaphorical narrative of a sheep run.

3.3

Exemplary Metaphorical Narratives

In the following, we describe successfully used metaphorical narratives.
In each case many alternatives are imaginable. However, a comparison
of the effectiveness concerning the alternatives is not conducted.
Minions The ThreadReconstructor [5] was developed as a tool for
the modeling of reply-chains to untangle conversations, e.g., as occurring in online forums and discussion sections. One essential property
of this technique is the effective combination of pre-trained classifiers
and user-defined queries based on some tailored features. To achieve an
effective design for the targeted forum-analysts (with no prior knowledge of machine learning), this approach had to undergo a balancing
act between simplicity and expressivity. Hence, a mapping of the decision space of all reconstruction models was developed. Here, the
analysts could visually compare the performance of different models,
as shown in Figure 5. During a pair-analytics session, however, the
modeling, Visual Analytics Experts (VAE) noticed that using technical
concepts, such as “classifier accuracy,” were intimidating to the Subject Matter Experts (SME), as the latter feared to mess up with the configurations of the machine learning models. This prompted the VAE
to spontaneously opt for a simplified explanation using the metaphorical narrative of minions 1 (think: features) operating in a magic-box
(think: classifiers). According to this narrative, the sole aim of the minions (very specialized workers) was to optimize all circumstances to
achieve the best quality for the one task they are good at (think: featureoptimization). Hence, within each magic-box, a different set of minions
are operating to convert a tangled conversation into different threads.
This metaphor was readily picked up by the SME and lead them to
achieve comparable results in the study with a machine-learning expert.
Converting the black box machine learning model into a magic-box
with competing minions overcame the intimidating communication barrier and led to a successful deployment of ThreadReconstructor.
Sheep The Concept Explorer combines multiple complex AI models to support the criminal investigator in its Comparative Case Analysis task [14]. Two central AI models are dimensionality reduction techniques with weighted feature vectors and visual clustering techniques
1 http://www.minionsmovie.com/,
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that operate on the low-dimensional output of the dimensionality reduction model. To explain the difference between both methods and
the general concepts behind them, we chose the metaphorical narrative
of a flock of sheep (Figure 6). Sheep have different attributes such as
size, length, and height. We explained that the domain expert can tell
the shepherd what attributes she considers more or less important. The
shepherd tries to place the sheep onto the sheep run based on how similar the sheep are according to their user-weighted attributes. Afterward,
the user provides the shepherd with a set of colors. The shepherd tries to
find groups of sheep on the sheep run without looking at their attributes
and assigns each group one of the colors. The user can investigate and
explore the groups, look at the distinctive attributes or find attributes that
are shared among different groups. After teaching the basic concepts of
dimensionality reduction and clustering techniques, the domain experts
started to use the tool with much more confidence. The evaluations after establishing the metaphorical narrative showed that the users ceased
their wishes for more guidance by the tool and observations confirmed
the now more exploratory data analysis with the support of the system.
Fruits In a different project, working on digitizing the workflow
of humanities scholars [26], we encountered the challenge of different
scientific cultures having too diverse approaches to target a problem.
While our colleagues from linguistics were concerned with the exact
description of the different data points of a table, we as computer scientists wanted to identify commonalities in the data to define properties, categories, and most importantly, the dimensions of the data. After
multiple unsuccessful attempts to instigate the linguists to think of their
work in the abstraction of a data scientist, we opted for a simpler explanation. The narrative used to achieve consensus was that of a fruit
basket. We challenged our colleagues from linguistics to describe the
geometric attributes that make-up fruits, arriving at a listing of colors,
shapes, etc. We then arranged the different fruits as rows of a table and
these common attributes as column-headers. This simple toy-example
was the missing bridge required to stimulate a common understanding
between the parties involved in this project.
The Visual Catalog VisInfo is an exploratory search system for
non-textual digital data content, created in a design study setting together with experts in the digital library domain [3]. In a very early
stage of the domain and problem characterization phase, one collaborator came up with the metaphorical narrative of a Visual Catalog,
showing important data content in a structured and intuitive way [2].
Users will be able to “browse” through the catalog, seeking interesting
content for detailed analysis and downstream digital library support.
The metaphorical narrative helped the user in understanding what we
refer to as a data exploration task. Our implementation of the Visual
Catalog was based on a SOM [17] (Self-organizing Map) neural network algorithm that combines vector quantization, dimensionality reduction, and (visual) clustering. Cluster visualization and interaction
designs enable the exploration of the data content as well as query-byexample functionality. Given the visual representation of the model

output reflecting the notion of the Visual Catalog, we were able to hide
details about the complex algorithm and algorithm parameters, as well
as domain-specific terminologies such as clustering or dimensionality
reduction. With the Visual Catalog, the principal behavior of our model
was pre-defined, implementation details remained in the responsibility
of our group. According to the Visual Catalog narrative, the digital librarians also had the means to understand both the principle concept
of the SOM output (overview of the data in a structured/ordered way)
as well as the interaction functionality (browsing, detail-on-demand).
Just as well, the Visual Catalog was part of the validation strategy of
the design study, allowing the digital librarians to assess whether we
built the right product [23]. This example differs from the others as a
metaphorical narrative is not used to describe the inner workings of the
main idea of the system but helps the domain expert in understanding
a crucial task that our tool supports. Additionally, the early on established metaphorical narrative impacted us in the design of the graphical
user interface resulting that the user better understands how the VisInfo
tool supports her in accomplishing this task. We choose this example
to underline the wide applicabilities of metaphorical narratives.
4 D ISCUSSION
Metaphorical narratives have proven to be effective in our experience
by explaining concepts of complex AI models to the domain experts
in an intuitive way. This is also true vice-versa when domain experts
explain concepts about their data, tasks, and domain problems.
Simplification We argue that the use of a metaphorical narrative
encourages both sides to use an abstract, limited, and simplified vocabulary. This allows an easier transfer of the concepts while forcing the
domain expert as well as the modeling expert to reduce details. Within
their own field of expertise (and vocabulary), people focus much more
on details and correctness of the concepts without asking themselves
whether this level of detail is necessary for the other party to perform
their respective tasks. The “curse of knowledge” may even lead the expert to the false conclusion that some fundamental concept is known to
the other party. These two effects often result in the resignation of the
other party as too much content is provided and many parts of the vocabulary are incomprehensible. A well-chosen metaphorical narrative
leads to a focus on the main concepts of the used methods.
Visualization The metaphorical narratives have shown to be more
effective when they include the visualizations that are available in the
system. We described the example of a “sheep run as seen from the top
with colored sheep on it” that fits well to the metaphor of a scatterplot
(Figure 6). Views are meant to provide access for the domain expert to
the underlying AI models and their output. Using and describing this
access within the metaphorical narrative lowers the inhibition threshold
for the user to use the system and the visual interface may become
more usable and useful. This is especially important for the effective
usage in data exploration.
Roles Furthermore, metaphorical narratives reduce the distance of
the roles, i.e., the modeling expert role as “master of the data analysis
methods” vs. the domain expert role as “master of the data and tasks”.
This difference in the roles lets the respective party hesitating to ask
questions because of admitting to not understand a specific word or
concept which is naturally clear to the other party. Using a unified
and simplified vocabulary brings both parties closer together, allows to
discuss at eye level, and encourages to ask questions.
Social Implications Metaphorical narratives may also have social
implications. Funny or absurd metaphorical narratives can increase
the motivation to bridge the gap from the own mental model to the
metaphorical narrative and thus encourages an active discussion. This
is, however, also risky as too much absurdness may result that the
other party does not feel taken seriously. Other pitfalls include cultural,
personal, or religious aspects that may offend the other party.
Abstraction Level The targeted level of detail impacts the choice
of the metaphorical narrative greatly. The abstraction level has to be
adjusted to the domain expert and the respective tasks. The metaphorical narrative should be expandable to add more details. It is possible to

replace certain words with their respective domain-specific pendants as
the user is memorizing the mapping.
Transitive Mapping A correct transitive mapping of the concepts
of the respective domains through the metaphorical narrative (Figure 3)
directly impacts the success or failure of the metaphorical narrative. As
each party mentally performs this mapping towards their respective domain itself, it can be difficult to validate the other party’s mapping. The
vocabulary of the metaphorical narrative must, therefore, be chosen
in a way such that each concept in the metaphorical narrative has no
ambiguities. In our experience, this is mostly true for very simplistic
metaphorical narratives where all used words of the vocabulary can be
expected to be common knowledge. With the so established common
ground, it can be better evaluated and communicated whether the mapping of the other party is correct or not than with a direct mapping of
the domain-specific concepts. If one of the parties has a basic understanding of the concepts of the other party, it can further support and
validate the correct mapping and may ease the overall process.
Success Indicators A good indicator for a successfully applied
metaphorical narrative is when domain experts stick to the vocabulary throughout later phases of the collaboration. Especially, when
discussing results or findings among each other but also when asking
questions to the modeling experts. In our experience this can last for
months if not longer. Additionally, domain experts exchange domainspecific words or terms from the methods with the vocabulary from
the metaphorical narrative. Often times, this happened accidentally
or without realizing it. A similar behavior can be observed with bilingual people. It shows that the mapping from the domain-specific terms
to the rather technical terms of either domain via the transition of the
metaphorical narrative was memorized very well. It is noteworthy that
the process of exchanging domain-specific terminology with the vocabulary of the metaphorical narrative should not be steered or enforced
by the creator of the metaphorical narrative. In a case where more details are needed, it is more effective to extend the metaphorical narrative itself. In our experience, it is inevitable that domain and modeling
experts accidentally fall back to their own terminology. However, this
might also have the positive side effect that the other respective party
gradually understands the mapping of the metaphorical narrative to the
domain of the other party.
Datafication The use of toy example datasets where the properties and effects in combination with AI models are known is a wellestablished practice, especially in the machine learning domain. We
argue that a datafication of a metaphorical narrative can positively impact the effect of the metaphorical narrative as the output and the related visuals can be directly shown and explained in the system. It is
therefore important to keep the dataset as simple as the metaphorical
narrative itself such that the dataset can be easily inspected manually.
The primary use of the dataset is not to show all possible effects that
may occur in the system but to underline the inner workings of the system in combination with the metaphorical narrative.
5

C ONCLUSIONS

In this work, we contribute the methodology of metaphorical narratives
to achieve a mutual understanding of a common subject using abstract,
simplistic, and visual vocabulary targeted at machine learning/AI. We
argue that this methodology is complementary and well suited in combination with other established methodologies such as simplified model
building. We ground our work on several disciplines, i.e., translation
theory, didactics, software development, and state of the art design
study methodologies. Additionally, we introduce a trust-building model
that illustrates the benefits of our methodology. The field of visual analytics serves as a practical tool for corresponding implementations. In
that context, we present four different metaphorical narratives that have
been successfully implemented in interdisciplinary research projects
to explain AI. Finally, we discuss different lessons learned as well as
future work, related to important aspects of the proposed methodology.
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